From: Richard Albert
Yes, after a long process, and with your kind help, I was able to get a set of decals for C-GIPW made.

Greg Drawbaugh of DRAW Decals in Minnesota produced the decal set, and now has them for sale on his
website:

Pacific Western 737-200s Released
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Vancouver, Canada based Pacific Western Airlines lasted
as its own entity until they combined with CP Air to become Canadian Airlines in 1987, then
eventually Canadian was purchased by Air Canada in 2001. Air Canada ended up operating many of
the ex-Pacific Western 737s and eventually retired the 737 fleet in 2003. We have broke this release
into two different sets, as C-GIPW escaped the scrappers claw and was donated to the Alberta
Aviation Museum in Edmonton, Alberta in 2005 after being painted back into its original Pacific
Western scheme. The repaint did not exactly match the original Pacific Western scheme, so we have
released two distinct sets to allow you to model either the preserved C-GIPW or the original Pacific

Western scheme.

These two sets are available in four different scales, 1:144, 1:200, 1:100 and 1:72. Click HERE for
the original Pacific Western scheme or click HERE for the preserved C-GIPW.

2 COMMENTS
http://www.drawdecal.com
I wanted you to be one of the first to let you know of the availability of the decal set, so that you could
inform your fellow alumni members. Perhaps some might be interested in purchasing the decal set, which
Greg is offering in less than four different scales - covering the gamut of airliner models.
You may wish to visit Greg's website and offer a positive comment on the decal set, or send him an
email: gdraw@drawdecal.com
BTW, the 1/72 scale BPK B737-200 model kit is available from the Canadian distributor: Wings and
Wheels Hobbies. Their website is:
http://www.wheelswingshobbies.com

